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Focusing on the pilot contamination problem of cell-free massive multi-input multi-output (MIMO), a pilot allocation algorithm
based on access point (AP) selection is proposed. To improve the system performance further, data power optimization is carried
out. First, the AP that serves each user is selected through the user-centered idea and the large-scale fading matrix. Use the same
service AP numbers between users to measure the pilot contamination intensity and then assign orthogonal pilots to strong
potential pilot contamination users. A spectrum efficiency (SE) scheme to maximize the minimum user is proposed for the
fairness problem in data power optimization. It is proved that the objective function of data power optimization accords with
linear programming, and a dichotomy is given to solve the problem. Simulation results show that the pilot allocation algorithm
based on AP selection can significantly improve the total SE of the system and reduce the computational complexity of the
system. At the same time, the data power optimization algorithm improves minimum SE for users in the system.

1. Introduction

With the progress and development of the times, wireless
communication has facilitated people’s lives, and the
amount of wireless data has also increased significantly.
For example, wireless sensors collect a large amount of data
in the physical world; new intelligent cyberphysical systems
(CPS) collect data in different dimensions: the widespread
use of the Internet of Things in smart cities and industrial
4.0 [1–6]. In the future, a large amount of wireless data will
put forward broader connection requirements for 6G and
even higher versions of wireless communication technology.
It also put forward higher performance requirements. To
meet the requirements of high energy efficiency, high SE,
and ubiquitous network connection requirements for the
next-generation wireless communication, especially the
communication demand of high-density user (UE) scenario,
some scholars put forward the concept of cell-free massive
multi-input multi-output (CF massive MIMO), and this

technology has become one of the critical technologies of
6G [7]. Through the distributed deployment of APs, CF
massive MIMO reduces the distance between UE and AP,
providing consistent and good service for UE. At the same
time, because there is no boundary of cellular network, it
avoids the problems that UEs have to switch cell services fre-
quently, and the boundary service quality is poor. It also has
the characteristics of channel hardening, strong macrodiver-
sity, and the ability to resist multiuser interference [8–10].
However, when AP acquires channel state information
(CSI) through the pilot information sent by UEs, due to
many UEs and the limitation of the coherence time, the pilot
will be multiplexed among multiple UEs, which leads to the
problem of pilot contamination. Pilot contamination is the
obstacle and bottleneck to improve the performance of CF
massive MIMO [11].

To solve the pilot contamination problem of CF massive
MIMO and improve SE, researchers mainly design pilot
allocation and data power optimization schemes. References
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[7, 12, 13] use prior information, such as user location and
large-scale fading matrix, to design pilot allocation methods,
while references [14–16] design a power optimization
scheme from the aspects of reducing power consumption
and improving SE. A greedy pilot allocation algorithm is
proposed in reference [7]. It can improve the SE of the worst
users. However, the initial random pilot allocation ignores
the potential pilot contamination between users, which
may not substantially improve the system’s performance in
subsequent iterations. Reference [12] proposes a pilot alloca-
tion algorithm based on tabu search. An iterative algorithm
is constructed to avoid optimal local results by defining the
domain, searching the objective function, and introducing
a taboo list. Finally, it is proved that the pilot allocation
method outperforms the random and greedy pilot allocation
methods. Reference [13] proposed a pilot allocation scheme
based on the Hungarian algorithm. First, several users are
selected by the size of the large-scale fading matrix, the num-
ber of users chosen is equal to the number of orthogonal
pilots, and then these pilots are assigned to users. Then, an
optimization problem is constructed, and finally, the Hun-
garian algorithm is used to solve the problem. In reference
[14], an optimization problem of minimizing the total trans-
mission power under the condition of satisfying the user’s
quality of service is proposed. It is proved that the problem
is a linear programming problem, and the optimal global
solution can be found in polynomial time. Reference [15]
proposed a fractional power control method, which deter-
mines the power control coefficient by calculating the ratio
of the large-scale fading value of a single user to the sum
of the large-scale fading values of all users. This method
can effectively suppress the interference between users. In
the case that both the user and AP have multiple antennas,
the reference [16] adopts the power distribution strategy of
sum-rate maximization and minimum rate maximization
on the uplink and downlinks, respectively. By solving the
power optimization problem on the uplink and downlinks,
the total data rate of the uplink and the fairness of the user
performance of the downlink are improved, respectively.
From the reference [14–19], it can be seen that data power
optimization can improve the system’s performance, such
as improving the fairness among users and improving the
system’s overall performance. For the pilot allocation prob-
lem in reference [7, 12, 13], it is assumed that all AP services
to every user will increase the computational complexity of
the system. It is necessary to eliminate pilot contamination
in CF massive MIMO and consider the practicability of
dense users. To solve this problem, with the idea of user-cen-
tered, the literature [17, 18] can effectively reduce the com-
putational complexity of the system by selecting part of AP
to serve users. Still, it does not consider the pilot contamina-
tion problem among users after choosing AP. Therefore, In
the CF massive MIMO, it is necessary to perform AP selec-
tion, allocate the pilot, and optimize the data power
simultaneously.

In this paper, we study the advantages and existing chal-
lenges of the CF massive MIMO uplink system and propose
a pilot allocation algorithm based on AP selection to sup-
press the influence of pilot contamination and improve the

system’s SE. Lastly, optimizing data power improves the
minimum SE of users in the system. First of all, by analyzing
the large-scale fading matrix between users and AP, the AP
serving user is selected based on the large-scale fading
matrix and user-centered idea. The user AP service matrix
is constructed. Then, based on the AP service matrix, the
number of the same service AP between the user is obtained,
that is, the AP coincidence degree. Users of the same AP ser-
vice are divided into the same group for pilot allocation.
However, groups with more users will reuse more pilots.
Therefore, groups with more users are preferentially selected
for pilot allocation so as to use as many mutually orthogonal
pilots as possible to reduce interference. The AP coincidence
degree measures the potential pilot contamination intensity
between UEs for the same group of UEs. The UEs with high
pilot contamination intensity prioritize assigning orthogonal
pilots. For the problem of fairness, a data power optimiza-
tion scheme to max-min user’s SE is proposed. The data
power optimization scheme is proved to belong to the linear
programming problem. And the dichotomy is used to solve
the problem. Simulation results show that the pilot alloca-
tion and data power optimization method based on AP
selection can effectively suppress the pilot contamination
problem and improve the system’s total SE. It also can
reduce the computational complexity of the system and
improve the fairness between users.

2. System Model

This paper studies the uplink system of CF massive MIMO
based on time division duplexing (TDD) mode and the sys-
tem model (see Figure 1) [19].

This system is mainly composed of M APs, K UEs, and
several CPUs; each UE and AP are assumed to be a single
antenna. AP is randomly assigned to the covered area,
assuming that the UE is at low speed or static state. All
APs are connected to the CPU through the backhaul link
and perform signal processing in the CPU. In the case of
partial AP serving users, the CPU uses the selection informa-
tion of AP to select the signals collected by partial AP for
user channel estimation and signal detection.

Suppose that the total length of each coherent block is
T = τp + τu + τd , where τp is the pilot length, τu is the length
of the uplink data transmission, and τd is the length of data
transmission in the downlink. The channel matrix between
the k-th user and the m-th AP is expressed by gm,k. It is
assumed that the channel is a correlated Rayleigh fading
channel, then gm,k is the large-scale fading matrix and gm,k
~Nℂð0, Rm,kÞ.

In the system setting, it is assumed that AP and UE do
not have a priori CSI at the beginning of the coherent inter-
val; so, channel estimation is needed in each coherent inter-
val. Therefore, the communication in the uplink includes
two stages: uplink pilot transmission and uplink data trans-
mission. In the pilot transmission stage, each UE is assigned
a pilot. The received pilot information is used for channel
estimation. The estimated channel is used to detect the
received data, thereby calculating the SE of each UE.
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2.1. Uplink Pilot Transmission and Uplink Data
Transmission. The set of φu = fφ1, φ2 ⋯ φτp

g represents all
orthogonal pilots, and kφtk2 = τp. In the uplink pilot trans-
mission phase, the pilot signal received by the m-th AP
can be expressed as yp,m:

yp,m = 〠
K

j=1

ffiffiffiffiffi
ppj

q
gm,jφ

T
t j
+Nm, ð1Þ

where ppj is the pilot transmission power of user j, and Nm

represents the noise received by the m-th AP. Using mini-
mum mean squared error (MMSE) to estimate the channel,
then the estimated channel between the k-th user and the m
-th AP ĝm,k [20] is

ĝm,k =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ppkτp

q
Rm,kΨ

−1
tk ,myp,m tk

, ð2Þ

where

Ψtk ,m = 〠
j∈Bt

τpp
p
jRm,j + σ2I, ð3Þ

where Bt represents the set of users who use pilot t in the
pilot transmission phase. From Equation (3), it can be seen
that there will be pilot contamination among users who
reuse the same pilot.

In the uplink data transmission phase, similar to the
pilot transmission phase, then the data signal received by
the m-th AP can be expressed as yu,m:

yu,m = 〠
K

j=1

ffiffiffiffiffi
puj

q
gm,jxj + Nm, ð4Þ

where xj is the data signal sent by user j, and puj is the data
transmission power of user j. Before the AP selection is
made, it is necessary to combine all the signals received by
the AP to detect the data. Channel estimation, detection
matrix, and data detection all adopt MMSE. The achievable
SE is [19, 20]

SE ul,1ð Þ
k =

τp
T
E log2 1 + SINR ul,1ð Þ

k

� �n o
, ð5Þ
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Figure 1: CF massive MIMO network system.
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where

SINR ul,1ð Þ
k = pukĝ

H
k 〠

K

j=1,j≠k
puj ĝjĝ

H
j + 〠

K

j=1
pujCj + σ2IM

 !−1

ĝk:

ð6Þ

3. Pilot Assignment

3.1. AP Selection. For users, the AP located near the user
contributes the maximum SE. In contrast, the AP, which is
far from the UE, has less gain in macrodiversity. The poten-
tial pilot contamination among users who assign the same
pilot is mainly related to its large-scale fading matrix. There-
fore, AP is selected with the help of a user-centered idea and
each user’s large-scale fading matrix [21, 22]. To sum up, the
AP selection formula for the k-th user is

〠
k Qð Þ

m=k 1ð Þ

�Rm,k

∑M
m′=1Rm′ ,k

≥ β%, ð7Þ

where fkð1Þ, kð2Þ ⋯ , kðQÞg represents the Q APs selected by
user k ðQ ≤ KÞ, the descending set of the large-scale fading
matrix between the UE and the AP is f�Rkð1Þ ,k, �Rkð2Þ ,k,⋯,
�RkðQÞ ,kg, and β represents a set constant. Assuming that the
set of Q APs selected by the k-th user is represented by Ak,
the corresponding AP service matrix Dk,m is defined as

Dk,m =
1 if m ∈ Ak,

0 if m ∉ Ak:

(
ð8Þ

The position where the service matrix Dk,m = 1 repre-
sents that the m-th AP serves the k-th UE. Through the ser-
vice matrix, the AP coincidence matrix B ∈ℂK×K between
two users and the matrix d ∈ℂ1×M of the number of AP ser-
vice users can be obtained, which is defined as follows:

AP coincidence matrix is as follows:

Bk,k′ = 〠
M

m=1
bmk,k′ , ð9Þ

where

bmk,k′ =
1 if Dk,m =Dk′ ,m = 1

0 else

(
: ð10Þ

The number of users served by the m-th AP can be
expressed as

d mð Þ = 〠
K

k=1
Dk,m, ð11Þ

which is an example of the user’s AP selection (see
Figure 2). The AP of several service users is selected accord-

ing to the user’s large-scale fading matrix. As mentioned ear-
lier, the CPU selects signals received by a part of AP
according to the AP selection information for channel esti-
mation and subsequent signal detection. If there is the same
AP between users, the channel estimation error will be gen-
erated when the same pilot is assigned to the two users. As
shown the UE1, UE2, and UE3 in Figure 2, the service
matrix D1,1 = 1,D1,2 = 1,D1,3 = 1,D1,4 = 1,D2,3 = 1,D2,4 = 1,
D2,5 = 1,D3,6 = 1,D3,7 = 1,D3,8 = 1, UE1, and UE2 share
AP3 and AP4, for coincidence matrixB1,2 = 2, but there is
no case of sharing the same AP between UE2 and UE3, for
coincidence matrix B2,3 = 0. Therefore, the scheme of assign-
ing the same pilot between UE1 and UE2 will cause more
pilot contamination and degrade the system’s performance
than that of UE2 and UE3. The pilot allocation algorithm
in this paper is also based on this idea, and the detailed pilot
allocation algorithm is described later.

To sum up, the service matrix is a manifestation of the
user’s choice of service AP. In contrast, the size of the coin-
cidence matrix represents the number of coincident AP
between two users and the potential pilot contamination
intensity between two users and then designs the pilot allo-
cation algorithm through this value. In the case of users at
low speed or even static, the service matrix and coincidence
matrix can be considered to be constant for a period of time;
so, with the help of AP selection theory, the detection matrix
uses part of MMSE (P-MMSE). For the SINR in Equation
(6), there are [19]

SINR ul,2ð Þ
k = pukĝ

H
k Dk 〠

j∈Ok

pujDkĝjĝ
H
j Dk + Zk′

 !†

Dkĝk, ð12Þ

where

Zk′ =Dk 〠
j∈Ok

pujCj + σ2IM

 !
Dk, ð13Þ

where Ok represents users who have part of the same AP ser-
vice as user k. The proof of Equation (12) can refer to the
related content in reference [23].

3.2. Pilot Allocation. Inspired by the user-centered idea and
the scalable problem of CF massive MIMO [19, 22], a pilot
allocation scheme based on AP selection is proposed in this
paper. To solve the problem of a large amount of calculation
and pilot contamination in the case of total AP service for
every user, the AP that provides services for each user is
selected by the user’s large-scale fading matrix. The degree
of AP coincidence between users is proposed to quantify
the possible pilot contamination intensity when users after
selecting AP. For the pilot allocation of users, the AP that
serves the most users is first selected, and the pilot allocation
of users is carried out under the AP. For users with high rep-
etition, orthogonal pilots are assigned first. To reduce chan-
nel estimation error, users under the same AP assign
orthogonal pilots as much as possible [24]. Then, select
other users under the AP to assign pilots until all users are
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assigned pilots. If all orthogonal pilots are assigned, other
users will reuse the same pilots. The detailed steps of the
proposed scheme are described in Algorithm 1 and
described in the following five parts.

3.2.1. Initialization of Pilot Allocation. The length of the pilot
is defined as τp, and φu = fφ1, φ2 ⋯ φτp

g is the set of orthog-
onal pilots. U is defined as the set of unassigned users, the set
of AP service users is defined as U1, and the set of unas-
signed users under this AP is U2 =U ∩U1.

3.2.2. Confirmation of AP Priority. For users under the same
AP service, the subsequent channel estimation and signal
detection will lead to greater errors and degrade the system
performance if the same pilot is assigned. Therefore, when
assigning pilots, the users of an AP service are taken as a
group to assign pilots. For the AP to serve more users, to
reduce pollution, the users under the AP are given priority
to assign orthogonal pilots. Hence, the order of the selected
AP is according to the number of AP service users. Select
the AP through the matrix d in the Equation (11). If the

AP in the selection is m1, then

m1 = arg max dð Þ: ð14Þ

3.2.3. Confirmation of User Priority. For users’ choice, the
potential pilot contamination intensity is defined according
to the AP coincidence degree between users. For users with
a high coincidence degree, their potential pilot contamina-
tion is strong; so, orthogonal pilots are given priority.
Through the coincident matrix B, select the user with a high
coincidence degree of AP and mark it as u, and then

u = arg max
o∈U2

〠
K

k=1
Bo

 !
: ð15Þ

3.2.4. Pilot Selection. The cumulative pilot contamination
between the user and the user who has been assigned pilot
is calculated by Equation (3), to obtain the pilot with mini-
mum cumulative pilot contamination, which is recorded as
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Figure 2: User selects AP sample.
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φ, and then

φ = arg mintk tr Ψtk ,m
� �

: ð16Þ

3.2.5. Other. To avoid the extreme situation that the multi-
plexing times of the same pilot is too much and the multi-
plexing times of other pilots are too few, which leads to
more severe pilot contamination, the maximum multiplex-
ing times of each pilot is set as F. When the number of users
in an AP is less than or equal to the pilot length, all orthog-
onal pilots can be assigned to minimize pilot contamination
among the same group of users.

4. Data Power Optimization

For users, the smaller data transmission power will affect the
communication quality of users, and the larger data trans-
mission power will cause power waste and increase the inter-
ference between users. Therefore, data power optimization
can effectively reduce power waste and interference while
ensuring a certain communication quality. Based on pilot
allocation, the optimization of data power can further
improve the performance of the system. Here, the max-
min fairness problem to increase user fairness is proposed,

which is described as follows:

max min
puk

SINRk
k=1,2,⋯K

,

subject to puk ≤ pumax,∀k ∈ 1, 2,⋯K½ �,
puk ≥ 0,∀k ∈ 1, 2,⋯K½ �,

ð17Þ

where pumax is the maximum power value of the transmitted
data, and the equivalent form of the formula (17) is

max
puk ,κ

κ

subject to SINRk ≥ κ,∀k ∈ 1, 2,⋯K½ �,
puk ≤ pumax,∀k ∈ 1, 2,⋯K½ �,
puk ≥ 0,∀k ∈ 1, 2,⋯K½ �:

ð18Þ

Regarding κ as a variable, we can see that the optimiza-
tion problem of (18) is a linear programming problem
[25], which can be solved by CVX [26]. Here, the dichotomy
is used to solve the convex optimization problem, and the
algorithm for solving the optimization problem (18) is
shown in Algorithm 2:

1: Input:K ,M,D, R, τp, F, d
2: Output:P
3: initialization: m = 1, pilot allocation matrix P and initial user set U .
4: whilem ≤M and U ≠ 0 do
5: select the AP m1 by Equation (14), then set dðm1Þ = −1 and get a set of S users U1.
6: ifm = 1then
7: U2 = fu1, u2,⋯, usg by sorting U1 in descending order by Equation (15), and U =U \U2.
8: ifS ≤ τpthen
9: assign orthogonal pilots to the user set U2 in turn according to the pilot set φu

1 = fφ1, φ2 ⋯ φτp
g.

10: add 1 for reuse times of φu
2 = fφ1, φ2 ⋯ φSg.

11: else
12: first assign all orthogonal pilots, and unassigned user U3 = fuτp+1,⋯, usg.
13: whileU3 ≠ 0do
14: select multiplexed pilots φi through Equation (16), user ui in U3, then assign.
15: add 1 for reuse times of φi, and U3 =U3 \ ui.
16: end while
17: end if
18: else
19: unassigned users U2 =U1 ∩U (assuming I users), and U =U \U2.
20: ifU2 ≠ 0then
21: U3 = fu1, u2,⋯, uIg in descending order by Equation (15) for U2.
22: whileU3 ≠ 0do
23: select multiplexed pilots φi through Equation (16), user ui in U3 and the number of pilot multiplexing is less than F.
24: add 1 for reuse times of φi, and U3 =U3 \ ui.
25: end while
26: end if
27: end if
28: m =m + 1.
29: end while

Algorithm 1: Pilot assignment based on AP selection.
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5. Simulation Result

In this section, Monte Carlo is used to simulate the above
algorithm in MATLAB, and the performance of pilot alloca-
tion algorithm and data power optimization algorithm based
on AP selection is obtained.

5.1. Parameter Setting. Here, we consider a scenario with M
APs and K UEs, where both AP and UEs are single anten-
nas. UE and AP are randomly distributed in the area of 1
× 1km2. In order to avoid the boundary effect, the encircling
method is used to deal with it [7]. When the system runs in
TDD mode, the maximum transmission power of pmax =
100mW for data and pilot and the pilot length is τp = 10;
the coherence time is T = 200. The detailed parameters are
as follows (see Table 1).

6. Results and Discussion

According to the above parameters, MATLAB is used to
simulate the proposed pilot allocation method. The pro-
posed pilot allocation method is compared with the greedy
allocation method in reference [7], the pilot allocation
method based on dissimilarity clustering (DCPA) in refer-
ence [27], the random pilot allocation method, and the ideal
state without pilot contamination. In the figure, the pro-
posed method is represented by proposed, greedy represents
the greedy method, DCPA represents the dissimilarity clus-
ter based pilot assignment method, and random represents
the random pilot allocation. NoPC represents the one with-
out pilot contamination.

The relationship between the sum SE and the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the above methods in CF
massive MIMO systems is compared (see Figure 3). P-
MMSE is used for data detection, and scalable represents a
method based on AP selection. As shown in Figure 3, the
proposed method is better than the previously mentioned
methods in terms of total SE. For the greedy pilot allocation
method, because the potential contamination between users
is ignored in the initial allocation, and then the greedy
method is used to improve the performance, even if the
number of iterations is increased, the subsequent pilot allo-
cation may fall into a loop, resulting in no great improve-
ment in performance, but the computational complexity of

this method is relatively simple. When initially assigning
pilots, the method proposed in this paper considers the
potential pilot contamination between users based on the
coincidence degree of AP, then by assigning orthogonal
pilots to users with high coincidence degree, the pilot con-
tamination problem between users is effectively suppressed,
and the performance of the system is improved. At the same
time, the performance of the random pilot allocation scheme
is the worst. Still, in the case of no pilot contamination, the
obtained channel is the actual channel in the uplink channel
estimation and detection, which has no interference between
users; its performance is also the best. Still, this method is
ideal and cannot be realized in practice.

The impact of the number of AP on system performance
(see Figure 4): as can be seen from Figure 4, with the increase
in the number of AP, the system’s performance continues to
improve. To increase the number of AP, the degree of chan-
nel hardening between users and AP continues to improve.
Meanwhile, the channel interference between users con-
tinues to reduce; so, the performance continues to improve.
As mentioned in reference [28], the number of antennas in
an area has a certain influence on the hardening ratio of
the channel. With the increase of the number of antennas,
the hardening ratio of the channel increases, the interference
between channels decreases, and the system’s performance is
improved. However, as can be seen from Figure 4, when the
number of AP is small, the performance is significantly
enhanced by increasing the number of AP. Later, with the
increase in the number of APs, performance improvement
tends to be smooth, and the amount of data received and
processed continues to increase; so, the trade-off between
the impact of AP number on performance and complexity
is also worth studying. At the same time, what is considered
here is the case that the AP is a single antenna. In future
research, each AP has multiple antennas in B5G and even
6G, which is also a trend and a place worth studying [29].

The relationship between AP selection ratio and average
SE (see Figure 5): as the AP selection ratio increases, the sys-
tem performance continues to increase. However, the more
APs select, the greater the number of calculations. At the
same time, the pilot contamination between users is also
growing. It can be seen that the performance gap between
the curve of NoPC and the curve of the other two methods
is getting larger and larger. For the case of the full selection

1: Input:κmin, κmax, ξ.
2: Output:puk .
3: initialize: κmin, κmax, and threshold ξ.
4: while kκmax − κmink > ξ do.
5: let κ = ðκmin + κmaxÞ/2, and solve the optimization problem (18) with CVX.
6: if problem solved then
7: κmin = κ, and κmaxunchanged.
8: else
9: κminunchanged, and κmax = κ.
10: end if
11: end while.

Algorithm 2: Data power optimization algorithm.
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of AP, the load of the backhaul link from AP to CPU
increases, especially in the places where the number of users
is large or dense, and the selection based on AP can effec-
tively reduce the backhaul link’s load. At the same time,
the method proposed in this paper can also effectively sup-
press pilot contamination, which is a suitable compromise
method.

The relationship between AP selection ratio and average
SE (see Figure 5): as the AP selection ratio increases, the sys-
tem performance continues to increase. However, the more
APs select, the greater the number of calculations. At the
same time, the pilot contamination between users is also
growing. It can be seen that the performance gap between
the curve of NoPC and the curve of the other two methods
is getting larger and larger. For the case of the full selection
of AP, the computational complexity of the system is large,
especially in places where the number of users is large or
dense, and the selection based on AP can effectively reduce
the computational complexity of the system. At the same
time, the method proposed in this paper can also effectively
suppress pilot contamination, which is a suitable compro-
mise method.

The relationship between the user’s average number of
AP selected and the total number of AP is under different
region sizes (see Figure 6). As shown in Figure 6, the average
number of AP chosen by users in various areas is much less
than the total number of AP. According to the previous
results, it is only necessary to select a small amount of APs
for each user, rather than all the AP to serve a particular
user. It reduces the computational complexity of the system
and makes the actual implementation of CF massive MIMO
possible.

The CDF diagram of the minimum SE of the system
with data power optimization is shown (see Figure 7). It
can be seen that the minimum user SE with data power opti-
mization is significantly better than the minimum user SE
without data power optimization. It shows that data power

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Simulation parameters Symbol Numerical value

AP number M 400

Number of users K 40

Pilot length τp 10

Maximum pilot multiplexing times F 6

Transmission power pmax 100mW

Coherent time T 200

Noise figure δ 7 dB

Path loss ϕ 3.76

Shadow fading σ 10 dB
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Figure 3: Sum spectral efficiency and CDF.
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optimization can improve system performance and fairness
among users, mainly because users’ interference intensity
will increase when they are in full power. The interference
to the users with poor performance will be more significant.
Hence, the data power optimization fully considers this
point, thus improving the minimum SE of users, while
power optimization can also save part of the power
consumption.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, aiming at the pilot contamination problem of
CF massive MIMO uplink, a pilot allocation method based
on AP selection is proposed. And the data power is opti-

mized, which effectively reduces the computational com-
plexity of the system also improves the fairness between
users. Firstly, with the help of the user-centered idea, the
AP service is selected for each user through the a priori
large-scale fading matrix. The potential pilot contamination
among users is quantified by the AP coincidence degree of
each user. The users with large potential pilot contamination
prioritize assigning orthogonal pilots then propose the data
power optimization. Through the transformation of the
formula, the optimization problem is turned into a convex
optimization problem, and the dichotomy is used to solve
it. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm
can effectively suppress pilot contamination while reducing
the computational complexity of the system and improv-
ing the system’s total SE and fairness between users. In
future research, for the pilot allocation problem and data
power optimization problem of CF massive MIMO multi-
antennas, the issue of channel aging when users move at a
certain speed and the actual hardware loss is worthy of in-
depth study.

Data Availability

The simulation code data used to support the findings of this
study have not been made available. Because the code sup-
porting this paper is a laboratory project, the source pro-
gram cannot be made public for the time being.
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